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Windows – Windows is a graphical operating system developed, marketed, and sold by Microsoft as part of the Microsoft Windows line of
operating systems. It was announced on April 27,1975, by Steve Ballmer at the New York Hilton on Park Avenue and, as with other versions of
the Microsoft Windows family, is a comprehensive operating system providing a wide variety of software tools for building both consumer and
business applications. Microsoft introduced an operating system in August 1982 that combined the functionality of Microsofts previous MS-DOS
and Microsofts earlier operating system,. With Windows 10, Microsoft retired the 16-bit version of Windows for the x86 architecture in favor of

32-bit versions running in protected mode. In July 1995, Microsoft announced that it was phasing out MS-DOS and planned to release a
successor to Windows called Windows 95 OSR2, which Microsoft dubbed Windows NT 3.0. 1. Microsoft Windows – Microsoft Windows is a series
of graphical operating systems developed and marketed by Microsoft as part of the Microsoft Windows line of operating systems. First released

on November 20,1985, it runs on a variety of x86-based hardware platforms and it is the most widely used operating system in the world. It
has been the most popular operating system since 1990, in 2006, Windows was the worlds most popular desktop operating system, ahead of
Macintosh OS X. In 2008, Windows was overtaken by its successor, Windows XP. Since then, it is no longer commercially supported, although
Microsoft still provides security patches for a range of older Windows versions. Windows also has been a primary focus of the company since

1995, Microsofts Windows NT family of operating systems is a multi-tasking system that relies on preemptive multitasking, multithreading, and
multiprocessor technology. Windows includes a graphical user interface and is a component of the Microsoft Windows NT. Microsoft has

released an operating system for hobbyists called Microsoft Windows Embedded. Developer Source, Microsoft MSDN Magazine Windows NT A
history of Microsoft Windows and OS/2 Source, A brief history of Windows NT 2. Msc.net – Msc.net is a web domain for the Master of Science
Degree programs offered by universities, Colleges and schools across the United States of America. It is related to Msc. edu which is for the
Master of Education degree programs and also Master of Science Degree programs. Msc.net was made available to schools on 13 June 2013,

Master of Science is a graduate degree awarded by universities, colleges 6d1f23a050
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